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Small Steps
672 High Road

Since coming to 672 High Road RS 
continues to make progress. Just 

like his sunflower seeds.
This Week Joe from head office 

dropped off some more seeds and 
soil as requested and promised. 

RS also likes a playing boards 
games. 
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Fit For A King
171 Harringay Road

The guys are Harringay Road all 
helped to make this banquet. A 

Sunday roast to boast.

The Sunflowers are doing well too. 
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Magic Life

Keep Connected
Video Calling 

Social distancing and 
self-isolation can be 
really hard to deal with. 
It’s normal to feel anxious, 
frustrated or bored, and if you’re 
worried about the effect it will 
have on your mental health, you 
are not alone. Here are our tips 
for looking after your well-being 
during quarantine.

Staying connected
Video calls
Phone calls are amazing, and are 
a great way to stay connected. 
But seeing someone’s face really 
can make a huge difference 
on a phone call. It can lift your 
mood and make you feel less 
lonely. There are lots of free video 
calling services you can use, and 
if you can connect to wifi this will 
help if you’re worried about your 
data allowance. Don’t be shy 
about going on camera – your 
loved ones will really appreciate 
seeing you, even if you’re in your 
pyjamas! You could really brighten 
someone’s day.

Reach out
You’re probably not the only 
person feeling worried, bored or 
frustrated. It’s a good time for a 
catch up, so don’t be afraid to 
make the first move and reach 
out to someone you haven’t 
heard from in a while. They’ll 
probably be very grateful 
to hear from you. Send 
them a message 
and let them 
know you 
care.

Magic Life Promoting 
online social interaction.
We understand how families and 
friends need to stay connected 
to their loved ones especially in 
these times of social distance and 
restrictions.

Make it Happen 
For Them
We want to encourage 
all Project Managers 
and Staff to promote 
the use of these 
amazing free services 
to reach out to 
family members. 
Each Project 
Manager has 
access to a 
company 
iPhone 
which 
can 
be 

used with 
supervision 

to call a loved 

one. Most of you are familiar 
with these video calling apps. 
One of the most popular apps is 
Whatsapp and most people will 
have this on there phone. So let’s 
be proactive and make it happen

If you need help with 
installing any of these apps 

on the company mobiles please 
call Joe at HQ or email him 
Joe@psm.group
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Green Fingers
Sunflower Challenge
Bring the colour of the sun into 
your home with a Sunflower. 
This challenge is an ongoing 
one and requires the green 
fingered of you to nurture and 
love this plant, so it grows up 
big and strong.  
 
Each service user will be gifted 
a flower pot along with some 
seeds and earth to grow the 
plants. Over the coming week, 
I will deliver your packs.  
In return, I would love a 
picture from time to time to 
see the progress of 
the sunflower.   

Here are some 
tips on 
growing a 
sunflower.  

Cover and 
keep watered 
until seeds sprout 
in 7 to 10 days. 
When first 
true leaves appear 
(the second 
set of leaves); 
thin plants to 
about 2 feet apart. 
Depending on the 
variety, sunflowers will 

mature and develop 
seeds in 80 to 120 
days. Sow a new 

row every 2 to 
3 weeks 

to enjoy continuous blooms 
until the first frost.

Feel More Relaxed

Biophilia is the connection 
we feel to nature. Staring 
up at a blue sky, the wind 

blowing softly, the sweet smell 
of early morning and the 

golden treasure of being 
enveloped in 

greenery 

touches us profoundly. Since 
we tend to spend so much 

time indoors, bringing 
plants inside bridge that 
biophilic connection for 

us and the soothing 
effects are just 

as powerful. 
We are hard-wired to 

the shapes, colours 
and sounds of 

nature. And viewing 
pictures of nature 

as well as mimicking 
the beauty with 

indoor plants, living 
walls and water 

features brings us 
peace. Stress 

is minimized 
through 

the relaxing 
benefits of 

plants.

https://wp.me/aa9ElX-vO
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Clean Cut
Park Road

Staff Member Andrew is a dab hand at cutting hair as SGF gets his hair cut. Well Done Andrew and brave 
SGF for letting him. 

The Sunflowers are doing well and the boys do a spot of gardening tidying too
Regular evening board games with JAA and SGF
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Food Focus
Bruce Grove

In these times of social isolation food seems to be the main focus.

Nice and colourful plate of food.
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Red Rover
Manor Lodge

A busy week at Manor Lodge with CF loving his bus watching. He is also 
getting the taste for smoothies with Joanna help.

Meanwhile MT is having a kick-about with Jonathan at the park
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Buckeroo
Northlands

Magic Life Welcomes CV to Northlands
CA is settling in well and is already exploring the local parks and open space. In addition to some fun with 

Buckeroo game. 
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Mr Bright
Hale End

Magic Life Welcomes Mr Dennis Bright to Hale End

We finally have our first resident at Hale End! Jennifer reports.

Mr Dennis Bright joined us on Tuesday and is settling in very well, he is enjoying being spoilt as our only 
resident at the moment.

He loves the garden and playing board games with the staff 
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This Newsletter
Head Office

This Newsletter & Why
We believe that sharing your activities, stories or images helps everyone feel connected and to be part of a 
common goal.  
By sharing what you have been doing, inspires others and provides them with ideas too.  
 
Also, Magic Life is proud of you and our service users and we want to showcase the achievements with 
everyone.  
 
So I hope this explains the purpose of the newsletter and thank you for your continued support. 

A Different Look
In this weeks edition we are trying a new look that matches the Magic Life colours and website. On that 
note, have you looked the Magic Life Website and the Magic Life Facebook page?

https://magiclifeuk.com/
https://www.facebook.com/magiclifeuk/?ref=py_c
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Body Works
Benefits of Physical 
Activity Can help people with 
chronic, disabling conditions 
improve their stamina and muscle 
strength. Reduces symptoms of 
anxiety and depression, improves 
mood, and promotes general 
feelings of well-being. 

In these times of social distancing 
and for those who find it hard 
to get outside and do physical 
activities, Magic Life will be 
featuring some video of activities 
for people who are less able both 
by physical and mental ability.

More able bodied people can still 
enjoy outside exercise as listed in 
the government guide lines.

Why not check out these three 
video each offering ideas on how 
you can exercise either in a chair 
or standing. Why not follow along. 

Exercise Video

https://youtu.be/zTBBVJsksaI
https://youtu.be/IQOilFnoyfc
https://youtu.be/CFTuf6g8dB0
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Magic Fit
Exercise Video

Benefits of Physical 
Activity Can help people with 

chronic, disabling conditions 
improve their stamina and muscle 

strength. Reduces symptoms of 
anxiety and depression, improves 

mood, and promotes general 
feelings of well-being. 

In these 
times of 

social distancing 
and for those 

who find it 
hard to get 

outside  
do 

physical 
activities, 

Magic Life will be 
featuring some videos of 

activities for people who are 
less able both by physical and 

mental ability.

More able bodied people can still 
enjoy outside exercise as listed in 

the government guide lines.

Why not check 
out these three 

video each offering 
ideas on how you 

can exercise either 
in a chair or standing. 
Why not follow along. 

RESISTANCE HOME WORKOUT TUTORIAL

ABDOMINAL WORKOUT | SHAPE UP WITH SPURS

INTERVAL SESSION TUTORIAL

https://youtu.be/La1bT7DKAm8
https://youtu.be/-uxtv0ZrwW0
https://youtu.be/tmkXx19Z0aU
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Mindfulness
Grove Park Road 

Start your day with positive 
thinking, RL, and her key worker 

Meena doing positive thinking 
activity of mindfulness

Resident’s enjoyed the lovely 
BBQ that was done and as it was 

such a lovely day with beautiful 
sunshine and music, card games 

that everyone was having a blast, 
only photos that was taken is what 

you can see.

Some residents’ decide to put 
their flower in a more shady place 

on their window ledge in their 
room to watch it grow
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Blowing Bubbles
Burlington Lodge 
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Picnic Park
Greyhound Road

TO had an enjoyable week with a 
trip to the park for picnic. 

 He also decided to do a spring 
clean of his room  and being the 
ever helpful carried the shopping 

home. 

He also made a card for his 
mother in arts and craft time 
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Snap
Devonshire Lodge
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Coronavirus News
Head Office

Coronavirus Testing for Support Workers UPDATE 

Testing is available to all people working in social care regardless of whether 
they have symptoms or not. 

An update: This week we have been obtaining advice and working with our local authority partners and 
Public Health England. 

To book your appointment please use the link.
walk-in options available here http://www.northcentrallondonccg.nhs.uk/covid-19-staff-testing/

Please continue to let Head Office know as soon as possible if you are experiencing symptoms or beginning 
self-isolation for any reason. If you have any other questions or queries about Coronavirus, please contact 
Fionnuala on 07856 468 588 or Fionnuala@magiclifeuk.com 

TESTING FOR SUPPORT 
WORKERS

Has anyone gone to the test centre? 
Please share your experience. Email Joe@psm.group

http://www.northcentrallondonccg.nhs.uk/covid-19-staff-testing/
mailto:Fionnuala%40magiclifeuk.com%20?subject=Coronavirus%20Questions%20
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Maxtime Mobile
Maxtime Mobile App

Maxtime mobile is still under test 
but it’s looking really promising. 

The app will help Staff see their 
forthcoming shifts, location, time 
and weekly schedule plus more. 

Watch out for further news of this 
tool. 

We are always on the lookout for 
people that make a difference. 

Helping people achieve their 
goals is a talent that only a few 

poses.

If you have a friend that you feel 
would make a great support 

worker, recommend them to us 
and you will earn £100.00 incentive 

bonus when they start working.

Click the link below and Simply fill 
out the form and we do the rest.

Refer A Friend 
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Magic Text Alerts
Sign Up Now 

Keep up to date with the latest news, shift availability, weekly newsletters and much more with Magic Life 
text alerts service. Most of you already get these text messages but if you don’t and would like to get them 

please click on the link the below or click  or the image on the right to sign up. It’s completely free. 
 

Click here to sign up

https://magiclifeuk.com/magic-life-text-alerts/
https://magiclifeuk.com/magic-life-text-alerts/

